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 Resolving the tensor structure of the Higgs coupling
to Z bosons via Higgs-strahlung
Shankha Banerjee, Rick S. Gupta, Joey Y. Reiness, and Michael Spannowsky
Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology, Durham University,
South Road, Durham, DH1 3LE, United Kingdom
(Received 11 June 2019; published 3 December 2019)
We propose differential observables for pp → Zðlþl−Þhðbb¯Þ that can be used to completely determine
the tensor structure of thehZZ=hZf¯f couplings relevant to this process in the dimension-six StandardModel
(SM) effective field theory. In particular, we propose a strategy to probe the anomalous hZμνZμν and hZμνZ˜μν
vertices at the percent level. We show that this can be achieved by resurrecting the interference term between
the transverse Zh amplitude, which receives contributions from the above couplings, and the dominant SM
longitudinal amplitude. These contributions are hard to isolatewithout knowledge of the analytical amplitude,
as they vanish unless the process is studied differentially in three different angular variables at the level of the
Z-decay products. By also including the differential distributions with respect to energy variables, we obtain
projected bounds for the two other tensor structures of the Higgs coupling to Z bosons.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.115004
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson [1,2], the first
electroweak-scale scalar particle, marked the starting point
for an ongoing extensive program to study its interactions
with particles of the Standard Model to high precision
[3–5]. To perform this task, a theoretical framework was
developed, compatible with high-scale UV completions of
the Standard Model, which can mimic the kinematic impact
of new resonances with masses beyond the energy reach of
the LHC, i.e., the Standard Model effective field theory
(SMEFT) framework [6–34]. Different bases were pro-
posed to parametrize the SMEFT operators, e.g., the SILH
[7] or Warsaw [8] bases, each providing a generic and
rather model-independent way to probe the couplings of the
Standard Model.
An important class of interactions to probe the electro-
weak sector is the couplings of the Higgs boson to gauge
bosons, and in particular to the Z boson. There are 15
operators in the Warsaw basis at mass dimension six that
contribute to the hZZ and hZf¯f vertices (12 CP-even and
3 CP-odd operators). However, after electroweak sym-
metry breaking, these operators collectively only contribute
to four interaction vertices for a given fermion, f. In the
following section we explicitly show the relation between
these dimension-six operators and the hZZ=hZf¯f inter-
action vertices.
Relying exclusively on the process pp→Zðlþl−Þhðbb¯Þ,
we propose to exploit differential distributions to constrain
all four interaction vertices relevant to this process simul-
taneously. While there have been other studies devoted to
this question [35,36], our approach is unique in that we
systematically use our analytical knowledge of the squared
amplitude to devise the experimental analysis strategy.
For the squared amplitude at the level of the Z-decay
products, the three possible helicities of the intermediate
Z boson give rise to nine terms, each with a different
angular dependence. These nine terms can be thought of as
independent observables, each being sensitive to a different
region of the final state’s phase space. We assess which of
these observables gets the dominant contribution from
each of the four interaction vertices and thus devise a
strategy to probe them simultaneously. In particular, we
isolate the interference term between the longitudinal and
transverse amplitudes that allows us to probe the hZμνZμν
and hZμνZ˜μν vertices in a clean and precise way.
This approach will be particularly useful for measure-
ments during the upcoming high-luminosity runs of the
LHC and at possible future high-energy colliders. It can be
straightforwardly extended to other processes and different
gauge bosons, and thus could play a crucial role in
providing reliable and precise constraints in fits for effec-
tive operators. Exploiting and correlating different regions
of phase space for individual processes can remove flat
directions in the high-dimensional parameter space of
effective theories.
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II. DIFFERENTIAL ANATOMY OF
pp→ Zðl+l− Þhðbb¯Þ IN THE SMEFT
Including all possible dimension-six corrections, the
most general hZZ=hZf¯f vertex can be parametrized as
follows (see e.g., Refs. [12,37,38])1:
ΔLhZf¯f6 ⊃ δgˆhZZ
2m2Z
v
h
ZμZμ
2
þ
X
f
ghZf
h
v
Zμf¯γμf
þ κZZ
h
2v
ZμνZμν þ κ˜ZZ
h
2v
ZμνZ˜μν: ð1Þ
For a single fermion generation, f ¼ uL; dL; uR; dR for
corrections to the pp → Zh process and f ¼ eL; eR for
corrections to the eþe− → Zh process. The only model-
independent bound on the above couplings is an Oð10%Þ
bound from the global Higgs coupling fit [3–5]. Translated
to the above parametrization, this would constrain a linear
combination of the above couplings including, the leptonic
hZf¯f contact terms. If we limit ourselves to only universal
corrections, we must replace the second term above by
hZμ∂νZμν, which can be written as a linear combination of
the contact terms using the equations of motion. The above
parametrization is sufficient even if electroweak symmetry
is nonlinearly realized (see e.g., [39]). For the case of
linearly realized electroweak symmetry, these vertices arise
in the unitary gauge upon electroweak symmetry breaking.
In the Warsaw basis [8], we get the following contributions
from the operators in Table I:
δgˆhZZ ¼
v2
Λ2

cH□ þ
3cHD
4

;
ghZf ¼ −
2g
cθW
v2
Λ2
ðjTf3 jcð1ÞHF − Tf3cð3ÞHF þ ð1=2 − jTf3 jÞcHfÞ;
κZZ ¼
2v2
Λ2
ðc2θWcHW þ s2θWcHB þ sθWcθWcHWBÞ;
κ˜ZZ ¼
2v2
Λ2
ðc2θWcHW˜ þ s2θWcHB˜ þ sθWcθWcHW˜BÞ; ð2Þ
where F ¼ QðLÞ if f is a quark (lepton).
If electroweak symmetry is linearly realized, there are
additional constraints on the anomalous couplings in Eq. (1)
because the same operators also contribute to different
vertices already bounded by other measurements. Using
the formalism of beyond-the-SM primaries [12], we obtain,
δgˆhZZ ¼
2
g2

δghVV
v
þ s2θWδgZ1 − t2θWδκγ

;
ghZf ¼
2g
cθW
Yft2θWδκγ þ 2δgZf −
2g
cθW
ðTf3c2θW þ Yfs2θW ÞδgZ1 ;
κZZ ¼
δκγ
2c2θW
þ κZγ
c2θW
2c2θW
þ κγγ;
κ˜ZZ ¼
δκ˜γ
2c2θW
þ κ˜Zγ
c2θW
2c2θW
þ κ˜γγ: ð3Þ
The couplings on the right-hand sides of the above equations
are already constrained by LEP electroweak precision
measurements or other Higgs measurements. The weakest
constraint is on the triple gauge coupling jδκγj ≲ 0.05 [40],
which appears on the right-hand sides of the first three
equations above. This implies a 5%-level bound on all
the CP-even Higgs anomalous couplings. Note that it is
extremely important tomeasure the anomalous couplings on
the left-hand sides of the above equations independently,
despite these bounds. This is due to the fact that a verification
of the above correlations can be used to test whether
electroweak symmetry is linearly or nonlinearly realized.
The main objective of this work is to study the Higgs-
strahlung process differentially with respect to energy and
angular variables in order to individually constrain all the
above anomalous couplings. To isolate the effects of
the different couplings above it is most convenient to
use the helicity amplitude formalism. At the 2 → 2 level,
fðσÞf¯ð−σÞ → Zh, these helicity amplitudes are given by,
Mλ¼σ ¼ σ
1þ σλ cosΘﬃﬃﬃ
2
p gg
Z
f
cθW
mZﬃﬃˆ
s
p

1þ

ghZf
gZf
þ κZZ − iλκ˜ZZ

sˆ
2m2Z

;
Mλ¼0σ ¼ − sinΘ
ggZf
2cθW

1þ δgˆhZZ þ 2κZZ þ
ghZf
gZf

−
1
2
þ sˆ
2m2Z

; ð4Þ
TABLE I. Dimension-six operators in the Warsaw basis that
contribute to the anomalous hZZ=hZf¯f couplings in Eq. (1).
Here Q and L are the quark and lepton doublets. For other details
regarding the notation see Ref. [8].
OH□ ¼ ðH†HÞ□ðH†HÞ Oð3ÞHL ¼ iH†σaD
↔
μHL¯σaγμL
OHD ¼ ðH†DμHÞðH†DμHÞ OHB ¼ jHj2BμνBμν
OHu ¼ iH†D
↔
μHu¯RγμuR
OHWB ¼ H†σaHWaμνBμν
OHd ¼ iH†D
↔
μHd¯RγμdR
OHW ¼ jHj2WμνWμν
OHe ¼ iH†D
↔
μHe¯RγμeR
OHB˜ ¼ jHj2BμνB˜μν
Oð1ÞHQ ¼ iH†D
↔
μHQ¯γμQ
OHW˜B ¼ H†σaHWaμνB˜μν
Oð3ÞHQ ¼ iH†σaD
↔
μHQ¯σaγμQ
OHW˜ ¼ jHj2WaμνW˜aμν
Oð1ÞHL ¼ iH†D
↔
μHL¯γμL
1Note that in the parametrization of Refs. [31,38] both the custodial-preserving and -breaking hVV couplings contribute to δgˆhZZ.
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where λ ¼ 1 and σ ¼ 1 are, respectively, the helicities
of the Z boson and initial-state fermions, and gZf ¼ gðTf3−
Qfs2θW Þ=cθW ;
ﬃﬃˆ
s
p
is the partonic center-of-mass energy.
We have kept only terms with the highest powers of
γ ¼ ﬃﬃˆsp =ð2mZÞ in the expressions above, both for the
SM and EFT contributions. The neglected terms are smaller
at least by a factor of 4m2Z=sˆ. An exception is the next-to-
leading EFT contribution for the λ ¼ 0 mode, which we
retain in order to keep the leading effect among the terms
proportional to δgˆhZZ term. For the full expressions see
Ref. [41]. The above expressions assume that the quark
moves in the positive z direction and the opposite case,
where the antiquark direction coincides with the positive z
direction, can be obtained by replacing σ → −σ. Here and
in what follows, unless explicitly mentioned, our analytical
expressions hold for both quark and leptonic initial states.
At high energies the dominant EFT correction is to the
longitudinal mode (λ ¼ 0). For the pp → Zh process at the
LHC, a linear combination of the four contact-term
couplings, ghZf, enters the EFT correction to the longi-
tudinal cross section. This linear combination, given by,
ghZp ¼ ghZuL − 0.76ghZdL − 0.45ghZuR þ 0.14ghZdR; ð5Þ
arises from the inability to disentangle the polarization of
the initial partons, and that the luminosity ratio of up and
down quarks remains roughly constant over the relevant
energy range [31]. As shown in Ref. [31], by constraining
these deviations that grow with energy, one can obtain
strong per-mille-level bounds on ghZp, even with 300 fb
−1
LHC data. The corrections to the longitudinal mode are
also related to longitudinal double gauge-boson production
due to the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem [42].
The unique signatures of the κZZ; κ˜ZZ couplings arise
from their contributions to the transverse Zh mode
(λ ¼ 1), which in the SM is subdominant at high
energies. The corrections to the transverse mode are hard
to probe as this mode does not interfere with the dominant
SM longitudinal mode. However, the longitudinal-
transverse (LT) interference term is present at the level
of the Z-decay products and vanishes only if we integrate
inclusively over their phase space.2 To recover this inter-
ference term and, in general, to maximally discriminate the
transverse mode from the longitudinal mode, we must
utilize the full dependence of the differential cross section
on Θ, and the angular variables related to the Z-decay
products (as defined in Fig. 1). Analytically, the amplitude
can be most conveniently written in terms of φˆ, the
azimuthal angle of the positive-helicity lepton and θˆ, its
polar angle in the Z rest frame. In terms of these variables
the amplitude is given by,
Ahðsˆ;Θ; θˆ; φˆÞ ¼
−i
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gZl
ΓZ
X
λ
Mλσðsˆ;ΘÞdJ¼1λ;1 ðθˆÞeiλφˆ ð6Þ
where dJ¼1λ;1 ðθˆÞ are the Wigner functions (see e.g.,
Ref. [47]), ΓZ is the Z width and gZl ¼ gðTl3 −Qls2θW Þ=cθW .
Given that the polarization of the final-state lepton is not
experimentally accessible, we express the squared ampli-
tude (after summing over the final lepton polarizations) in
terms of θ and φ, the analogous angles for the positively-
charged lepton,
X
L;R
jAðsˆ;Θ; θ;φÞj2
¼ αLjAhðsˆ;Θ; θ;φÞj2 þ αRjAhðsˆ;Θ; π − θ; π þ φÞj2;
ð7Þ
where αL;R ¼ ðgZlL;RÞ2=½ðgZlLÞ2 þ ðgZlRÞ2 is the fraction of
Z → lþl− decays to leptons with left-handed (right-
handed) chiralities. The above equation follows from the
fact that for left-handed chiralities, the positive-helicity
lepton is the positively charged lepton, whereas it is the
negatively charged lepton for right-handed chiralities, so
that for the latter case ðθˆ; φˆÞ ¼ ðπ − θ; π þ φÞ. Using
Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) one can write the full angular
dependence of the squared amplitude, giving nine angular
functions of Θ, θ and φ (see also Refs. [33,48,49]),
FIG. 1. Diagram showing the angles used to isolate the LT
interference terms. Note that in fact two different frames of
reference are represented: the c.m. frame of the Zh system (in
which φ and Θ are defined) and the c.m. frame of the Z (in which
θ is defined). We define the Cartesian axes fx; y; zg the Zh center-
of-mass frame, with z identified as the direction of the Z boson, y
identified as the normal to the plane of the Z and beam axes, and
finally x is defined such that it completes the right-handed set.
2This is analogous to the case of double gauge-boson pro-
duction where a similar situation arises for certain triple gauge-
boson deformations that contribute to helicity amplitudes that are
subdominant in the SM [43–46].
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X
L;R
jAðsˆ;Θ; θ;φÞj2
¼ aLL sin2Θ sin2 θ þ a1TT cosΘ cos θ
þ a2TTð1þ cos2ΘÞð1þ cos2 θÞ þ cosφ sinΘ sin θ
× ða1LT þ a2LT cos θ cosΘÞ þ sinφ sinΘ sin θ
× ða˜1LT þ a˜2LT cos θ cosΘÞ þ aTT 0 cos 2φ sin2 Θ sin2 θ
þ a˜TT 0 sin 2φ sin2Θ sin2 θ: ð8Þ
The subscripts of the above coefficients denote the Z
polarization of the two interfering amplitudes, with TT 0
denoting the interference of two transverse amplitudes with
opposite polarizations. These coefficients should be
thought of as independently measurable observables.
Expressions for the nine coefficients above in terms
of the anomalous couplings are given in Table II. The
expressions in Table II utilize Eq. (4) which assumes that
the initial quark direction coincides with the positive z
direction. To obtain the final expressions relevant for the
LHC we must average over this and the other possibility
that the antiquark moves in the positive z direction [which
is obtained by replacing σ → −σ in Eq. (4) and Table II].
This leads to vanishing a1TT; a
1
LT and a˜
1
LT while keeping the
other coefficients unchanged. Notice that powers of γ ¼ﬃﬃˆ
s
p
=ð2mZÞ lead to a parametric enhancement in some of the
contributions to the coefficients. The dominant EFT con-
tribution is that of ghZf to aLL. This coefficient also receives
a subdominant contribution from δgˆhZZ. A linear combina-
tion of κZZ and ghZf gives the dominant contribution to three
of the remaining coefficients, namely a2TT; a
2
LT and a
1
TT 0 .
Similarly, κ˜ZZ is the only coupling that contributes to the
two nonzero CP-violating parameters: a˜2LT and a˜TT 0 .
As anticipated, the parametrically largest contribution is
to the LT interference terms,
a2LT
4
cosφ sin 2θ sin 2Θþ a˜
2
LT
4
sinφ sin 2θ sin 2Θ: ð9Þ
By looking at the dependence of aLL; a2LT and a˜
2
LT on the
initial quark helicity, σ, we see that the linear combination of
ghZf couplings that enters a
2
LT and a˜
2
LT for the pp → Zh
process is again ghZp defined in Eq. (5). Once g
h
Zp is very
precisely constrained by constraining aLL at high energies,
one can separate the contribution of κZZ to the two
coefficients mentioned above. In the following sections
we isolate these terms in our experimental analysis in order
to constrain κZZ and κ˜ZZ. Notice that the above terms give no
contribution if we integrate inclusively over either Θ, θ or φ.
It is therefore highly nontrivial to access the LT interference
term if one is not guided by the analytical form above.
Finally, we constrain δgˆhZZ. This coupling only rescales
the SM hZZ coupling and hence all SM differential
distributions. In order to constrain this coupling one needs
to access its contribution to aLL, which is subdominant
in γ (see Table II). Ideally, one can perform a fit to the
differential distribution with respect to sˆ to extract both
the dominant and subdominant pieces. In this work we
will study the differential distribution with respect to sˆ in
two ranges, a low-energy and high-energy range, in order to
individually constrain both ghZZ and g
h
Zp (see Sec. III).
We have thus identified four observables to constrain
the four anomalous couplings in Eq. (1): the differential
pp→ Zh cross section with respect to sˆ at high and low
energies, and the angular observables a2LT and a˜
2
LT . While
we have chosen the observables that receive the largest EFT
corrections parametrically, ideally one should use all the
information contained in the nine coefficients in Eq. (8)
(especially in the unsuppressed a2TT; aTT 0 and a˜TT 0 ) to obtain
the strongest possible constraints on the Higgs anomalous
couplings in Eq. (1). We leave this for future work.
We have so far considered only the effect of the anoma-
lous Higgs couplings in Eq. (1). The pp→ Zðlþl−Þhðbb¯Þ
process, however, also gets contributions [12] from oper-
ators that rescale the hbb¯ and Zf¯f couplings (that we
parametrize here by δgˆh
bb¯
and δgˆZf respectively) and from the
vertices,
TABLE II. Contribution of the different anomalous couplings
in Eq. (1) to the angular coefficients in Eq. (8) up to linear order.
The above expressions hold for the case that the initial quark
direction coincides with the positive z direction. To obtain the
final expressions relevant for the LHC we must average over this
and the other possibility that the antiquark moves in the positive z
direction (which is obtained by replacing σ → −σ). This leads to
vanishing a1TT; a
1
LT and a˜
1
LT while keeping the other coefficients
unchanged. Contributions subdominant in γ−1 ¼ 2mZ=
ﬃﬃ
s
p
have
been neglected, with the exception of the next-to-leading EFT
contribution to aLL, which we retain in order to keep the leading
effect of the δgˆhZZ term. The terms neglected are smaller by at least
a factor of 1=γ2. Here ϵLR¼αL−αR;G¼ggZf
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðgZlLÞ2þðgZlRÞ2
q
=
ðcθWΓZÞ and ΓZ is the Z width. The SM part of our results is in
complete agreement with Ref. [50].
aLL G2
4
½1þ 2δgˆhZZ þ 4κZZ þ
ghZf
gZf
ð−1þ 4γ2Þ
a1TT G2σϵLR
2γ2
½1þ 4ðg
h
Zf
gZf
þ κZZÞγ2
a2TT G2
8γ2
½1þ 4ðg
h
Zf
gZf
þ κZZÞγ2
a1LT − G
2σϵLR
2γ ½1þ 2ð
2ghZf
gZf
þ κZZÞγ2
a2LT − G2
2γ ½1þ 2ð
2ghZf
gZf
þ κZZÞγ2
a˜1LT −G2σϵLRκ˜ZZγ
a˜2LT −G2κ˜ZZγ
aTT 0 G2
8γ2
½1þ 4ðg
h
Zf
gZf
þ κZZÞγ2
a˜TT 0 G
2
2
κ˜ZZ
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κZγ
h
v
AμνZμν þ κ˜Zγ
h
v
AμνZ˜μν: ð10Þ
The effect of these couplings can be incorporated by simply
replacing in all our expressions,
δgˆhZZ → δgˆ
h
ZZ þ δgˆhbb¯ þ δgˆZf ;
κZZ → κZZ þ
Qfe
gZf
κZγ;
κ˜ZZ → κ˜ZZ þ
Qfe
gZf
κ˜Zγ; ð11Þ
where for the last two replacements we have assumed
sˆ≫ m2Z. At the pp → Zh level, the last two replacements
become κZZ → κZZ þ 0.3κZγ , κ˜ZZ → κ˜ZZ þ 0.3κ˜Zγ . These
degeneracies can be resolved straightforwardly by includ-
ing LEP Z-pole data and information from other Higgs-
production and decay channels.
III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The following analysis is performed for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV.
We base our analysis strategy on the one described in
Ref. [31]. Our signal is comprised of Zh→ lþl−bb¯
production from a pair of quarks and gluons with the former
being the dominant contribution. We consider the dominant
backgrounds, which consist of the SM Zh production
decaying in the same final state, Zbb¯ (where the subdomi-
nant gluon-initiated case is also taken into account) and
Z þ jets (where jets include c quarks as well, but they are not
explicitly tagged), where the light jets can fake as b-tagged
jets. We also consider the leptonic mode of the tt¯ process.
In order to isolate events where a boosted Higgs boson
gives rise to the bb¯ pair, from significantly larger QCD
backgrounds, we resort to a fat jet analysis instead of a
resolved analysis. For the fat jet analysis, we follow the
BDRS technique [51–53] with small alterations in order to
maximize the sensitivity. The details of the analysis are
presented in the Appendix. Using a multivariate analysis
(MVA), described in detail in the Appendix, we enhance
the ratio of SM Zhðbb¯Þ to Zbb¯ events from a factor of 0.02
to about 0.2, still keeping around 500 Zhðbb¯Þ events with
3 ab−1 data for a certain value of the MVA score. For a
tighter MVA cut, we increase this ratio even further (to
about ∼0.5). We will use both of these cuts in what follows.
We now use the four differential observables identified
in Sec. II to obtain sensitivity projections for the four
anomalous couplings in Eq. (1). We will determine the
value of a given anomalous coupling that can be excluded
at the 68% C.L. level, assuming that the observed number
of events agrees with the SM. For a given value of the
anomalous couplings, one can estimate the cutoff for our
EFT by putting theWilson coefficients, ci ¼ 1, into Eq. (2).
We will ignore in our analysis any event with a Zh invariant
mass, MZh, larger than the estimated cutoff.
(a) High-energy MZh distribution: As already discussed,
by just looking at the tail of the distribution with
respect to MZh, one can constrain the leading energy
enhanced contribution to aLL induced by ghZp. The
analysis in Ref. [31] revealed that one can obtain the
following per-mille-level bound with 3 ab−1 data:
jghZpj < 5 × 10−4: ð12Þ
(b) Low-energy MZh distribution: Once the MZh distri-
bution at high energies has been used to obtain the
strong bound on ghZp in Eq. (12), one can use the lower-
energy bins to constrain the subdominant contribution
of δgˆhZZ (see Table II). We have checked, for instance,
that for MZh < 950 GeV, values of ghZp smaller than
the bound in Eq. (12) have a negligible contribution.
Using the sample with the tighter MVA cut, we
distribute the data into 100 GeV MZh bins. We then
construct a bin-by-bin χ2 function, where for each bin
we add in quadrature a 5% systematic error to the
statistical error. Energy-independent corrections from
κZZ to a2TT (see Table II) are also of the same order as
the δgˆhZZ contribution. Including these corrections, for
an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1, we finally obtain a
bound on the linear combination,
−0.06 < δgˆhZZ þ 3.5κZZ < 0.07; ð13Þ
where we have ignored any events with MZh >
950 GeV, the EFT cutoff estimated as discussed above.
The precise linear combination that appears above is of
course dependent on the choice of our cuts and has been
obtained numerically after our collider analysis.
(c) The LT interference terms a2LT and a˜
2
LT : We want to
isolate the terms in Eq. (9), which vanish upon an
inclusive integration over either Θ, θ and φ. To visually
show the impact of turning on the couplings κZZ and
κ˜ZZ, we carry out a weighted integration, which gives
an event a weight equal to the sign of sin 2Θ sin 2θ. This
yields an asymmetry variable, ξðφÞ, which is expected
to have a cosφ (sinφ) dependence for the κZZ (κ˜ZZ)
contribution. We show a normalized histogram for ξ
with respect to φ in Fig. 2. As expected from Table II,
we also find an SM contribution to a2LT with respect to
which the EFT contribution grows as 2κZZγ2 at high
energies. The contribution of the remaining background
to a2LT is about 4 times the SM contribution.
For the final extraction of a2LT and a˜
2
LT we convolute
the observed angular distribution in each energy bin
with the weight functions cosφ sin 2θ sin 2Θ and
sinφ sin 2θ sin 2Θ respectively. It can be checked that this
uniquely isolates a2LT and a˜
2
LT respectively among the nine
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coefficients of Eq. (8). Using the fact that these coefficients
depend linearly on κZZ and κ˜ZZ (assuming again that ghZp
is precisely constrained), respectively, we translate the values
of the coefficients to these anomalous couplings. In practice
to carry out the above convolution we perform a weighted
sum over the simulated Monte Carlo events with the above
weights where we use the sample with the looser MVA cut.
To estimate the uncertainties we split out Monte Carlo
sample into multiple smaller samples each with the expected
number of events at 3 ab−1 and find the values of κZZ and
κ˜ZZ in each case. We finally obtain the 1σ bound:
−0.07 < κZZ < 0.07; − 0.07 < κ˜ZZ < 0.07: ð14Þ
Again we ignore events with MZh larger than the cutoff
estimated by the procedure discussed above. In any case our
result is not too dependent on this procedure as we obtain
maximal sensitivity from events in the 450≲MZh ≲
850 GeV range, which is safely below the estimated cutoff.
We now compare our final bounds in Eq. (14) with other
existing projections on themeasurement of κZZ and κ˜ZZ. The
projections of Ref. [54] from the h→ ZZ → 4l process at
3 ab−1 using the matrix element method are jκZZj < 0.04
and jκ˜ZZj < 0.09.3 Bounds on κZZ can also be obtained using
Eq. (3) and the 3 ab−1 projection from diboson production
δκγ ≲ 0.01 [55]. While this results in the more stringent
bound κZZ ≲ 0.01, it assumes that electroweak symmetry is
linearly realized. If, instead, we want to establish (or
disprove) that electroweak symmetry is linearly realized
using precision Higgs physics, it is essential to measure all
the couplings in Eq. (3) independently.
IV. CONCLUSION
As we enter the era of higher energies and lumino-
sities, the time has come to shift from using only rate
information to performing differential studies that utilize
more sophisticated kinematical observables. In this work
we have shown how a differential study of the pp →
Zðlþl−Þhðbb¯Þ process can completely resolve the tensor
structure of the hZZ=hZf¯f contributions in the dimen-
sion-six SMEFT [see Eqs. (1) and (2)].
To achieve this, we have analytically studied the full
differential cross section in the SMEFT [see Eq. (8)]. This
has enabled us to identify differential observables that get
leading contributions from the different anomalous verti-
ces. Of the four possible anomalous Higgs couplings
relevant to this process, ghZp and δgˆ
h
ZZ can be constrained
using the differential distribution with respect to the Zh
invariant mass. The leading contributions from κZZ and κ˜ZZ
are much more elusive. This is because the above couplings
give corrections only to transverse Zh production, which
does not interfere with the dominant SM amplitude for the
longitudinal mode. The interference term [see Eq. (9)] can
be recovered at the level of the Z-decay products but only if
we perform the analysis differentially in three angular
variables. We ultimately showed that at the high-luminosity
LHC one can constrain ghZp at the per-mille-level, δgˆ
h
ZZ at
the 5% level and the couplings κZZ and κ˜ZZ at the percent
level [see Eqs. (12), (13), and (14), respectively].
In this study we have identified four optimal observables
in order to obtain simultaneous bounds on the four anoma-
lous Higgs couplings. Our sensitivity estimates are thus
conservative, as there are many more observables that we
have not considered. Even for theobservableswe considered,
our analysis did not utilize the full angular shape information.
There is thus the possibility that significantly stronger
bounds can be obtained if the full differential information
contained in the matrix element squared (see Table II) is
extracted by using, for example, the method of angular
moments (see e.g., Refs. [56–58]) or advanced machine-
learning tools. The approach advocated here is equally
applicable to future leptonic colliders where it can be of
even greater importance as, in this case, Higgs-strahlung is
among the dominant Higgs production modes.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS OF THE
COLLIDER ANALYSIS
Our analysis setup can be described in the following
steps. We create our model containing all the effective
vertices using FeynRules [59] and obtain the UFO [60]
model implementation which is then fed into the
MG5_aMC@NLO [61] package used to generate all the
signal and background samples at leading order (LO).
For the loop-induced processes, we perform the
decays using MadSpin [62,63]. Next we hadronize and
shower the events using the Pythia 8 [64,65] framework.
Finally, we perform a simplified detector simulation, which
we discuss shortly.
Since we are looking into a boosted topology, we
generate the Zh and Zbb¯ samples with the following
generation-level cuts: pT;ðj;bÞ > 15 GeV, pT;l > 5 GeV,
jyjj < 4, jyb=lj < 3, ΔRbb¯=bj=bl > 0.2, ΔRlþl− > 0.15,
70 GeV < mll < 110 GeV, 75 GeV < mbb¯ < 155 GeV
and pT;lþl− > 150 GeV. Moreover, these processes are
generated with an additional parton upon using the
matrix element (ME) parton shower merging in the
MLM merging scheme [66]. The events in the Z þ jets
channel are generated without the cut on the invariant
mass of the jets and upon merging with up to three ME
partons. All our event generations are at LO. Hence, in
order to taken into account higher-order QCD correc-
tions, we use next-to-leading-order (NLO) K factors.
For the qq-initiated Zh samples, we include a bin-by-
bin NLO corrected K factor in the reconstructed MZh
(invariant mass of the double b-tagged filtered fat jet
and the two isolated leptons) distribution for both the
SM and the EFT signal [67]. For the gg-initiated
counterpart, we multiply the LO cross section by a
flat K factor of 2 [68]. For the tree-level Zbb¯ and Zþ
jets backgrounds, we respectively use K factors of 1.4
(computed in the MG5_aMC@NLO framework) and 0.91
[69]. Finally, we consider an NLO correction of 1.8
[70] for the gg-initiated Zbb¯ process. Further electro-
weak backgrounds [71] are found to be small.
As mentioned above, we use the BDRS technique to
optimize our signal yield. The BDRS technique recon-
structs jets upon using the Cambridge-Aachen (CA)
algorithm [72,73] with a large cone radius in order to
contain all the decay products ensuing from the relevant
resonance. One then looks at the substructure of this
fat jet by working backwards through the jet clustering.
The algorithm requires us to stop when a substantial
mass drop, mj1 < μmj with μ ¼ 0.66, (where mj is the
mass of the fat jet) occurs for a reasonably symmetric
splitting,
minðp2T;j1 ; p2T;j2Þ
m2j
ΔR2j1;j2 > ycut;
with ycut ¼ 0.09. If the aforementioned criteria is not met,
one removes the softer subjet, j2 and j1 is subjected to the
above criteria. This iterative algorithm stops once one
finally obtains two subjets, j1 and j2 which satisfy the mass
drop criteria. In order to improve the reconstruction,
the mass drop criteria is combined with the filtering
algorithm. For this step, the two subjets j1 and j2 are
further combined using the CA algorithm upon using a
cone radius of Rfilt ¼ minð0.3; Rbb¯=2Þ. Finally, only the
hardest three filtered subjets are considered to reconstruct
the resonance. However, in our study we find that
using Rfilt ¼ maxð0.2; Rbb¯=2Þ acts as a better choice in
reducing backgrounds. Finally, we required the hardest
two subjets to be b tagged with a tagging efficiency
of 70%. The mistag rate of the light jets faking as b jets
is taken to be a flat 2%.
Having witnessed the prowess of an MVA in Ref. [31],
we refrain from doing the cut-based analysis (CBA) in this
work.4 First we construct fat jets with a cone radius of
R ¼ 1.2, pT > 80 GeV and jyj < 2.5 in the FastJet [74]
framework. Furthermore, we isolate the leptons with pT >
20 GeV and jyj < 2.5 (eμ) upon requiring that the total
hadronic activity around a cone of radius R ¼ 0.3 about the
lepton should be less than 10% of its pT . We select events
with exactly to oppositely charged same flavour isolated
leptons. Before performing the MVA, we select the final
state with loose cuts on several variables, viz., 70 GeV <
mlþl− < 110 GeV, pT;lþl− > 160 GeV, ΔRlþl− > 0.2,
pT;fatjet > 60 GeV, 95 GeV < mh < 155 GeV, ΔRbi;lj >
0.4 and =ET < 30 GeV. The =ET < 30 GeV cut is imposed
to almost completely remove the tt¯ background. We also
require that there is at least one fat jet associated with at least
two B-meson tracks with pT > 15 GeV. Furthermore, we
require this fat jet to be double b tagged. The Z þ jets,
gg→ Zh, tt¯ and gg → ZZ backgrounds being considerably
subleading, the training of the boosted decision trees is
performed only with the SM qq¯ → Zh and Zbb¯ samples
upon using the following variables, viz., pTðl1;l2Þ,
ΔRðbilj=l1l2=b1b2Þ, where i, j ¼ 1, 2 and bi, bj are
the b-tagged subjets inside the fat jet, mZ, pTðZÞ, ΔϕðJ; ZÞ,
=ET ,mJ, pTðJÞ, pTðb1; b2Þ, pTðb1Þ=pTðb2Þ, jyðJÞj, where J
is the reconstructed double b-tagged fat jet and Z is the
reconstructed Z boson from the two isolated leptons. Our
final variables of interest being the invariant mass of the
reconstructed Zh system and the three angles mentioned
below, we do not consider these variables while training our
samples. We utilize the TMVA [75] framework to train the
signal and background samples and ensure that there is no
overtraining [76].
4Details of the CBA can be found in Ref. [31].
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